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which our camels mowed down in their stride with long
scythe-like sweeps of neck and head. These grasses and some
bushes of Hadh suggested that there had been some very
slight recent fall of rain, but generally the drought reigned
supreme and there was no sign of life in the waste.
Between the parallel dune-ranges1 lay shallow sandy val-
leys with frequent patches of the bedrock exposed and sprink-
led with gravel. My experience of the previous day encour-
aged me to visit as many of these as possible, and it struck
me as strange that such marked features should be nameless.
Doubtless they are liable to effacement by the movement of
the sands and in any case they were of little interest to a
pastoral community. My companions indeed seemed to
resent my frequent detours to visit them, though they
showed every sign of satisfaction when one such patch, larger
than most, yielded a harvest of flints in the gravel over-
lying a soil of markedly alluvial character. We cele-
brated the circumstance by naming the valley Raqqat al
Shalfa.2
After mid-day the dust-laden wind revisited the scene
though it was behind us and seemed to act as a spur to the
camels. Gaily we marched along over the rolling sandy
downs beyond Raqqat al Shalfa until suddenly in the midst
of that dead world there appeared a swallow struggling
gamely along northwards in the face of the blustering wind.
It seemed to experience as much delight in the encounter as
it gave me, fluttering familiarly round and between the slow-
marching camels for full five minutes when, apparently
realising that time was short and the way long before it, it
circled round us once more and disappeared for ever. It
looked to be in perfect condition to judge from the sheen of
its burnished blue-black plumage, and it showed no sign of
distress. Fortunately for it, my gun was with 'Ali who was
far out on our flank seeking hares, and I thought fondly that,
safely delivered from the dangers of such a meeting in the
perilous desert, it might be in England before me. Almost
immediately afterwards we found and captured a lizard,
1	'Arq al Sabat, 'Arq abu 'Afina and others.
2	* The beach of the spearpoint,*

